
THE SOURCE FOR USED MACHINES FOR PRODUCING BOXES

An institution for more than 25 years: Lange GmbH.

If you wish to buy or sell a used machine for producing boxes, a reliable source has been existing for many
years. That this company identifies strongly with the owner – and vice versa – can be realized through the
name: Carl Ingolf Lange GmbH. There, in South Germany, beats the heart of machines for producing boxes.

For more than a quarter of a century, Lange GmbH has been dealing in used machines for producing boxes –
globally! A first impression of the potential of the enterprise you can get in the Internet: On www.lange.de, more
than 350 machines are present, including detailed description and original picture. You will find really everything
there – from automatic die cutters as well as glueing machines, window patching machines, autoplaten, platen,
stamping machines, laminating equipment, wrapping machines up to very special machines for this line of business.
But sooner or later, you will wish to talk to the boss, as he says: "Give me a drawing of a box or a sample, and I tell
you which machine you need!"

Lange has spent his life with boxes – from childhood. In his father's cardboard factory, he learned the business from
scratch. In 1983, Lange starts his trade with second-hand machines for producing boxes. At least 25 years later,
Lange has gathered a team around him that can take him on regarding specialist knowledge any time. While he is
travelling through the world maintaining contacts with prospective buyers and sellers, his team in the South German
head office in Ludwigsburg and in the Thai branch holds the fort.

Caption:
Carl Ingolf Lange knows what is needed to produce boxes.

Carl Ingolf Lange GmbH Investitionen
Philipp-Reis-Strasse 6
71642 Ludwigsburg
Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 7144 / 85 77 -0
Internet: www.lange.de
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